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Not many family-owned companies can look back on a
history of five generations. What our ancestors started in
1886 continues to evolve. Our passion for hunting and
technical perfection is what creates and reinforces the
bonds between the generations. It continues to this day.
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HISTORICAL TRADITION

STEPS TO
SUCCESS,
COMPETENCE
AND EXPERIENCE.
1966

Kenneth A. Jones becomes trapshooting
world champion with his Krieghoff K-32.

2016

1960

Contestants using Krieghoff
guns win two Olympic medals.

The company moves to its current
production site in Ulm, Germany.

2010

1957

Krieghoff becomes an official partner
of the 50th ISSF World Championship and
from this time forward enjoys great success
in OIympic Shooting Sports.

Krieghoff presents its first
competition shotgun: the K-32.

1950

2009

After the end of the Second World War Krieghoff
makes a fresh start with 13 employees in Ulm.

Phil Krieghoff is appointed managing
director of H. Krieghoff GmbH.

1926-1930

2007

The first over and under combination rifle/shotgun with
manual cocking and de-cocking slide is presented.
Krieghoff manufactures the world‘s first lugless shotgun.

The pioneering in-line repeating system of
the Krieghoff Semprio makes its debut at the IWA.

2002

1925

The Optima drilling is launched.

Krieghoff introduces lightweight
aluminum alloy as gunmaking material.

2000

1919

With the K-20, Krieghoff presents the little sister of the K-80.

The “Sempert & Krieghoff” and
“Heinrich Krieghoff” firms are merged under the
management of Heinrich Krieghoff.

1995

The lightweight, stylish single-shot rifle Krieghoff
Hubertus is introduced.

1916

1993

Heinrich Krieghoff (Ludwig Krieghoff‘s son)
founds the company “Heinrich Krieghoff”,
also in Suhl.

The Classic double rifle is presented at the IWA.

1992

1900

Krieghoff’s Combi-Cocking Device and Universal
Trigger system (UAS) are introduced and patented.

“You shoot with the barrel, you hit
with the stock” Ludwig Krieghoff’s
motto inspired the patented
Krieghoff custom stock method.

1986

Founding of Krieghoff International Inc. in the USA
by Dieter Krieghoff.

1886

Ludwig Krieghoff and
one partner establish the
“Sempert & Krieghoff”
gun factory in Suhl,
Germany.

1980

The K-80, the successor to the K-32, is presented.
After completing his studies, Dieter Krieghoff begins
marketing Krieghoff shotguns in the United States.

1976

Donald Haldeman (USA) wins gold in the Montreal Olympics.

1970

Heinz-Ulrich Krieghoff takes over the management
of the company.
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HISTORICAL TRADITION

MILESTONES IN
THE HISTORY
OF THE KRIEGHOFF
COMPANY

1900

1905

“Die Läufe
schießen – der
Schaft trifft ®“ – (You
shoot with the barrel,
you hit with the stock)
– Ludwig Krieghoff’s
maxim led to
his patented
custom stock
method.

Krieghoff’s
first
adjustable
insert barrel
is
patented.

1906

1925

A pneumatic
device to prevent
“doubling” on
drillings with a
single trigger
is presented.

Krieghoff
introduces
lightweight
aluminum alloy
as gunmaking
material.

1926

1930

1932

The first over-andunder combination
rifle/shotgun with
manual cocking and
de-cocking slide
appears in the
Krieghoff catalog.

Krieghoff manufactures the world’s first
lugless shotgun.
The elegant shape
and low receiver
are extremely
impressive.

Krieghoff’s semiautomatic rifle
with gas-operated
loading
mechanism and
block action
debuts.

1956

1960

1967

Patent for a safety
catch for
breech-action
guns.

Patent for a lock
with manual
cocking system
and cocking
slide.

Patent for
free-floating barrels
for
combination
guns.

TRADITION
AND INNOVATION.

1968

1982

1992

1992

Patent for
a single
trigger
for multibarrel
guns.

Patented
Krieghoff
scope mount.

Krieghoff’s
Combi-Cocking
Device and automatic
hair trigger
release are
introduced and
patented.

The
Universal
Trigger System
is patented.

1996

2002

The
muzzle
adjustment with
an adjustment wedge
is patented.

Optimized
Krieghoff Optima
Combi-Cocking
device is granted a
utility patent.

Our founder Ludwig Krieghoff was already a pioneer in his day. His insight that
“you shoot with the barrel, you hit with the stock” (“Die Läufe schießen – der Schaft
trifft®”) anchors our manufacturing tradition and forms the basis for the patented
Krieghoff custom stock-fitting method. The unbridled creative force that drives
all Krieghoff generations enabled milestones that have made the company what
it is today: a manufacturer of rifles and shotguns made with passion.

2007

2012

Krieghoff’s
patented in-line
repeating system
sets new
benchmarks for
repeating rifles.

Introduction
of the
Pacours line
for K-80.
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HISTORICAL TRADITION - K-80

1957
The order for
the first 2,000
shotguns and one of
the first K-32
competition
shotguns.

Heinrich
Krieghoff
presents the new
K-32 in Triest.

Early key
players: Hal
du Pont, Nick
Maynard,
Viktor Brandl,
H.-U. Krieghoff
(l to r)

Don
Haidemann
wins Olympic gold
in Montreal in 1976
with his K-32.

Left to right.:
Jim Poindexter
and
Heinz-Ulrich Krieghoff
in 1972 in the US.

Kay Ohye,
legendary
trap shooter and
important source of
inspiration for the
enhancement of
the K-80.
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Kenneth Jones
visits the Krieghoff
factory in Ulm in 1966
after winning the
world trapshooting
championship
with his
K-32.

K-80: A
SUCCESS STORY
The legendary reputation of the K-80 is no coincidence. Decades of continuous
optimization on Krieghoff’s very first shotgun, the K-32, built its foundation.
Remington developed the Model 32, a true competition shotgun, in the 1930s,
but suspended manufacturing the complex firearm soon after its introduction.
L.M.Donaldson, Trapshooting champion several times over, traveled to Germany bringing with him the idea of a perfect competition shotgun. In Krieghoff he
found the gunsmith expertise he had sought for so long. The basic design of
the Remington 32 was used as the starting point for the Ulm-based gunmakers’
inaugural shotgun project. Inviting Krieghoff shooters to exchange their ideas
and experience with the company further expanded after Dieter Krieghoff
emigrated to North America in 1979 and later founded Krieghoff International,
Inc. It was just such dialogue that led to the development of the K-80,
an enhanced version of the K-32.
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CRAFTMANSHIP - THE K-SYSTEM

ACTION
The K-80 breech has a reputation for being indestructible
through proving time and time again that they easily fire
over a million rounds outperforming competitive shotguns.
Perfectly balanced with a far forward hinge, the breech plate
lever is positioned for optimal ergonomics allowing an easy
opening, yet ruggedly designed breach with a perfect weight
and balance feel.

THE MODULAR
SYSTEM
To this day, the concept of the Krieghoff competition shotguns is based on the optimal
adaptation of the firearm to the individual requirements of the shooter and of the
chosen discipline. The principle of interchangeability and modular systems make
this possible.

STOCKS
Optimally designed stocks are
available for the K-80 to suit each
type of shooting sport as well
as perfectly meet each shooters‘
individual needs. Offering custom or
adjustable comb stocks, all Krieghoff
shotguns are designed for intuitive
and repeatable fit for each shooter
not only in stock design, but also in
the pistol grip palm-swell providing
firm and comfortable handling of the
gun. All guns feature fine checkering,
and most are available in right and
left-handed configurations.

CHOKES
Conventional fixed chokes or titanium choke
tubes are optional for the K-80. The knurled
and clearly marked choke tubes can easily be
replaced in a flash. Titanium choke tubes are
also available as an option. Ten inserts, from
Cylinder to Super Full, are available for all choke
tube sets. Thin-walled screw-in chokes are
optionally available.
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BARRELS
Barrels are offered in standard lengths: 28“, 30“ and 32“ (71 cm,
76 cm and 81 cm). The point of impact can be easily adjusted between the free floating barrels. An exception to this is the K-80 Parcours, which has a hard-soldered barrel set. All points of contact on
the barrel set are hard-soldered to maximize durability and service
life. The chambers are chromed to maximize their life and the long
forcing cone reduces the recoil felt by the shooter. The inside profile
of the barrel ensures an even pattern and maximizes the speed of
the shot column. Most 12 gauge and 20 gauge configurations
of the K-80 and K-20 lines are steel shot proofed.
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CRAFTMANSHIP - BARRELS

MEETING THE
HIGHEST STANDARDS
Krieghoff shotguns are synonymous with quality and durability. Only meticulously
selected materials are used. Those who wish to expand the functionality of their
Krieghoff gun with interchangeable barrels can choose from a wide range of barrel sets.

Information about barrel sets and options
can be found on pages 82 – 83.

Your aspiration is
our motivation.
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CRAFTMANSHIP - STOCKS

Feel the
genuine passion.

PERFECTION
LEADS TO
PRECISION
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Ludwig Krieghoff’s maxim “you shoot with the barrel, you hit with the stock”
(“Die Läufe schießen – der Schaft trifft®”) is just as true today as it was in the
past and hits the mark particularly when shooting with shotguns. Regardless of
whether you choose a standard or customized stock design, our stock makers
use the proven Krieghoff stock-fitting process to custom fit K-80 stocks for each
individual shooter. Together with the craftsmanship of the stock maker, this
process shapes the superb stock that seems to fit right out of the box. Our stock
inventory includes a large number of stock blanks in a wide range of quality
classes. Each stock is one of a kind!

Detailed information about stocks
can be found on pages 80 – 81.

Further examples can also
be found at
www.krieghoff.com
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CRAFTMANSHIP - ENGRAVERS

ENGRAVINGS
AND FINISHING
Engravings give each shotgun their own unique look. Flawless craftsmanship
and exquisite artistry adorn the receivers with unique objects and one-of-akind works of art. The Krieghoff engravers have a comprehensive repertoire
ranging from deep relief to the finest Bulino engraving, encompassing
everything from classic hunting scenes to the intricate ornamentation
of various eras.

More information on engraving and finishing
options can be found on pages 54 – 77.

Further examples can also
be found at
www.krieghoff.com/engraving

Transform your shotgun into an
expression of your personality
with your personal selection
of a catalog or custom engraving.
18
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KRIEGHOFF - A WINNING STREAK

Inna
Rebecka
Alexandrova
Bergkvist
ist mehrfache
FITASC
FITASCworld
champion
Weltmeisterin.
and
vice world
champion
Corey
Cogdell
Caitlin
Connor
holte
bereits
Gold
2018
beiOlympic
mehrerenSkeet
World
Weltmeisterschaften
und
Champion
Worldcups
sowie
Bronze in Peking
und Rio.

Gebben
Miles
Paul
Chaplow:
FITASCEuropean,
World
Multiple
champion,
English
British,World
English,
Champion,
NCCA
Scottish, 2x
Welsh
World
Champion
DTL Shooting
and
many more
Champion

Rebecka
Renae
Birgan
Bergkvist,
FITASC
Sporting World
FITASC-Welt-,
Champion
und
2018
Vizeweltmeisterin

KRIEGHOFF
AROUND
THE GLOBE A WINNING STREAK
On the winner’s podium with Krieghoff: Around the globe, renowned target shooters and champions
in target shooting include 2018 World Skeet Champion Caitlin Connor (USA), 2018 FITASC
Sporting World Champion Renae Birgan (Australia), and multiple time PSCA Champion Gebben
Miles (USA) put their trust in sporting shotguns made in Ulm. Our goal: optimizing your performance.
Personal experience and the intense collaboration with sporting shooters from all over the world are the
drivers behind the dynamic ongoing development of successful competition shotgun design.
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Gebben
InnaMiles:
FITASC-Weltmeister
Alexandrova
und
is aGewinner
multiple
mehrererFITASC
nationaler und
internationaler
world champion
Titel
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K-80
K-80

K-80
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K-80

K-80 STANDARD EQUIPMENT
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

K-80:
THE LEGEND

Nickel-plated steel receiver
Blued hinge screw, top-latch and pins
Selective single trigger with mechanical selector and adjustable length
Standard engraving
Wood CAT000
Adjustable comb
Comes in Krieghoff premium case

Choke tubes options:
• Fixed Chokes
• Five Krieghoff, thin-wall, titanium chokes with wrench

To achieve the perfect sight picture for every sporting discipline, Krieghoff offers
a wide variety of barrel sets with perfectly matched ribs. Together with the
appropriate stock design, the right version of K-80 is created for your discipline.

Standard grade Turkish
walnut with six wood
upgrades available.

K-80
Optimization for the
respective discipline and
perfect adaptation to
individual requirements are
part of the Krieghoff K-80
concept from the very
beginning.

Model shown:

K-80 ACS
Barrel length: 32” (81 cm);
Krieghoff Titanium Choke tubes;
Catalog engraving:
“Heritage Game Scene II”;
trap forearm; Parallel adjustable
comb stock; Wood CAT005

K-80 ProTrap

Optimally designed stocks
are available for the
K-80 to suit each type of
sporting event. The
adjustable comb stock can
be easily modified to suit
individual requirements.
Custom stocks can also be
ordered very easily.
Different types of
stocks are shown on
pages 80 – 81.

K-80 barrel sets are
available in gauges
12, 20, 28 and .410.

12 gauge fixed chokes and
choke tubes

K-80 barrel sets are offered in
standard lengths: 28“ (71 cm),
30“ (76 cm), and 32“ (81 cm).
Combined with a wide range of ribs,
the K-80 becomes the perfect gun
for every discipline.
Barrel set options can be
found on pages 82 – 83.

With the lock up located on the top of the
barrels and auto-adjusting top latch,
the K-80 system has a reputation of being
practically indestructible.
Choose your preferred catalog engraving
or have our engravers use your own design.
Inspiration for custom engravings can
be found on pages 54 – 77.

AREAS OF USE FOR THE K-80
SPORT
The modular design of the K-80 makes it the ideal
competition shotgun. Thanks to a comprehensive
range of optimally designed forearms and stocks,
four standard barrel lengths, and fixed as well as
adjustable ribs, the K-80 can be easily and optimally
adapted to the requirements of every discipline.
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HUNTING
The incredible performance of the K-80 is
equivalent to a revolution that enhances success
not only at the range but on every hunt as well.
Its unique handling and balance make the K-80
a reliable and durable companion on your hunts.
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TRAP

K-80 Trap

Optional
unsingle or
topsingle
in combo
K-80 ACS

TRAP

K-80 ACS

Barrel length: 30” or 32”
(76 cm or 81 cm); Optional 34”
(86 cm) unsingle barrel;
Rib: 10 – 6 mm tapered;
Adjustable, highest selectable shot
pattern 70/30 %; Pro Sporter stock;
Beavertail forearm; Weight: Approx 9 lb

Trap is one of the oldest shooting
disciplines and is internationally
popular among competitive shooters.
Trapshooting has been an Olympic
discipline since 1900. Due to its features
and adaptability, the K-80 is predestined for
both Olympic and U.S. trap sports.

K-80 TRAP

Barrel length: 30” or 32”
(76 cm or 81 cm);
Optional 34” (86 cm)
unsingle barrel;
Rib: 10 – 6 mm tapered
step;Right-handed Trap
Monte Carlo stock;
Beavertail forearm;
Weight: Approx 9 lb
and 1 oz

K-80 Trap Special

K-80 TRAP SPECIAL

Barrel length: 30” or 32” (76 cm
or 81 cm); Optional 34” (86 cm)
Unsingle or Topsingle barrel;
Rib: Trap Special 10 – 6 mm
tapered adjustable, highest selectable
shot pattern 100% (optional
Pro rib with 120% high pattern);
Trap Special Rollover stock;
Beavertail forearm; Weight: Appx 9 lb
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K-80 ACS COMBO

Pro Sporter Barrel length: 30” or 32”
(76 cm or 81 cm); 1 34” unsingle ACS
with 10 – 6 mm tapered rib (patterned
to shoot 70/30 % from the factory).
Highest selectable shot pattern adjustable
up to 100 % high with figure 8 sight picture;
Beavertail forearm; #6 Monte Carlo stock;
Weight: Appx 8 3/4 lb
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SPORTING

K-80 Sporting

SPORTING

Sporting barrel set

K-80 PRO SPORTER

Barrel length: 30” or 32”
(76 cm or 81 cm);
Rib: 10 – 6 mm tapered
adjustable, highest selectable
shot pattern 70/30 %;
Pro Sporter stock;
Schnabel forearm;
Weight: 8 lb and 10 oz

Ambitious, demanding sport shooters
know why they value the Krieghoff K-80.
From muzzle to pad, this sporting shotgun
is designed to compete: absolutely
uncompromising in reliability, durability
and flexibility.

Pro Sporter barrel set
Sporting comb stock

K-80 Pro Sporter

K-80 Parcours

K-80 PARCOURS

Pro Sporter

Barrel length: 30” or 32” (76 cm
or 81 cm); Fixed chokes;
Rib: 8 – 6 mm tapered flat;
Parcours stock with adjustable
comb; Parcours forearm; 28”
(71 cm) barrels available with
Thin-wall chokes; Weight: 8 lb

K-80 SPORTING

Barrel length: 28”, 30” or 32”
(71, 76 cm or 81 cm);
Titanium screw-in chokes;
Rib: 10 – 6 mm taper flat;
Right-handed Sporting stock;
Schnabel forearm;
Weight: 8 lb and 12 oz
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SKEET

SKEET

K-80 Sporting, Skeet

Skeet shooting requires quick target acquisition and a wide swing profile.
Competitive skeet shooting has been an Olympic discipline since 1968.
The K-80 Skeet‘s exquisite balance and multiple gauge barrel options
make it the competitive shotgun of choice.

K-80 Pro Sporter

Bottom Image:
the free-floating barrel set of the
K-80 with choke tubes. Bottom:
The elegant soldered barrel set
of the K-80 Parcours with
fixed chokes.

K-80 PRO SPORTER

Barrel length: 30” or 32” (76 cm or 81 cm);
Rib: 10 – 6 mm tapered adjustable,
highest selectable shot pattern 70/30 %;
Pro Sporter stock; Schnabel forearm;
Weight: 8 lb and 10 oz

K-80 SKEET

Barrel length: 28”, 30” or 32” (71, 76 cm or 81 cm);
Rib: 10 – 6 mm tapered flat;
Right-handed Sporting stock; Schnabel forearm;
Weight: Appx 8 lb and 10 oz
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K-80

BEST
CRAFTSMANSHIP
AND SERVICE
Krieghoff means being a part of a family that has second to none craftsmanship
and service in the industry. I love shooting my K-80 because when I step on the
field I know I have the best shotgun available.

Caitlin Connor
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KRIEGHOFF

A PASSION
FOR QUALITY
The right shotgun for every situation, Krieghoff is not merely a manufacturer of
hunting firearms and competition shotguns, but a mindset and a lifestyle.
Since 1886, Krieghoff has been synonymous with tremendous innovative drive
paired with the expertise and reliability of a company rich in tradition and history.
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K-20

K-20
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K-20

K-20 SPORTING
Streamlined shotgun for use in clay target
sports or wingshooting

K-20 PRO SPORTER
This upgraded K-20 features a high
adjustable rib and comb.

Model shown:
Barrel length: 32” (81 cm);
Pro Sporter rib with Krieghoff titanium choke tubes;
Pro Sporter stock with adjustable comb and
Schnabel forearm;
Catalog engraving: “Vintage Game III”;
Gold-plated trigger;
Receiver: nitride finish
Wood CAT005 with epoxy finish

K-20:
ALL PURPOSE
ELEGANCE

Model shown:
Barrel length: 32” (81 cm);
Taper flat rib with factory choke tubes;
Sporting stock and Schnabel forearm;
Catalog engraving: “Highland Game II”;
Receiver: nitride finish;
Wood CAT003 with epoxy finish

K-20 STANDARD OPTIONS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

K-20 models come with 5 choke tubes
Hinge Screws, top latch and pins are blued
Steel receiver with nickel finish
Mechanical single trigger, adjustable-length trigger blade
Standard engraving: “Tasteful arabesques”
Wood CAT000
Comes with Krieghoff premium case
K-20 is available in the gauges 20, 28, .410

The K-20 is a true Krieghoff in every respect. All features of the legendary
K-80 action have been incorporated in the K-20 as well, adapted only
for the different gauge. The outside dimensions of the receiver have been
scaled accordingly, resulting in a lean shape with excellent balance.
Whether it be for sporting clays, skeet, or field, the K-20 shines.

Standard grade Turkish
walnut with six wood
upgrades available.

Barrel sets available:
30“ and 32“ (76 and 81 cm)

Naturally, custom stock
fitting is always available.

Barrel set options can be
found on pages 82 – 83.

Different types of stocks are
shown on pages 80 – 81.

K-20 PARCOURS
Lean and light, thanks to the
classic soldered barrel set.

K-20 Parcours is available in
20 & 28 gauges. The .410 option
is available for Sporting and
Pro Sporter models
Choke tubes are available in the
Sporting and Pro Sporter models.
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Model shown:
Barrel length: 30” (76 cm);
Taper flat rib with
Thin-wall chokes;
Prince of Whales stock
with Parcours forearm;
Catalog engraving:
“Vienna Scroll”;
Receiver: nitride finish;
Wood CAT003 with
oiled stock finish

The streamlined little sister of the K-80:
its receiver includes all of the features
of its iconic model.

AREAS OF USE FOR THE K-20
HUNTING
The K-20 offers the same superior
performance as its predecessor, incorporating all of the technical highlights in a
slimmer, lighter form, with excellent balance
and handling.

SPORTING CLAYS
Powerful and durable. The exceptional
trigger of the K-20 combined with the
ability to configure the gun to your personal
preference make this gun a winning
competition shotgun.

Choose your preferred catalog
engraving or have our engravers use
your own design.
Inspiration for custom engravings can
be found on pages 54 – 77.
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K-20 SPORTING & PRO SPORTER

Pro Sporter rib, tapered,
adjustable, 28 gauge, barrel
lengths: 30“ and 32“ (76 cm and
81 cm), with factory chokes

Sporting rib, taper flat,
soldered, .410 gauge,
barrel lengths: 30“ and
32“ (76 cm and 81 cm),
with factory chokes

Sporting rib, taper step, soldered,
28 gauge, barrel lengths: 30“
and 32“ (76 cm and 81 cm),
with factory chokes

0
K-2
0
K-2
Pro
or t
Sp
er
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ing

The “twenty” is considered by many to be uniquely fascinating in its
own right. Lean and light, it does not take a back seat in performance
to any of the typical 12 gauge shotguns. In the Sporting version,
the K-20 shotgun with its free-floating barrels is optimized for skeet
and hunting. In the ProSporter version, the lean over-and-under
competition shotgun with a higher adjustable line of sight and
a stock with a likewise adjustable comb offer maximum
flexibility for sporting use.

or t

GRACEFUL
YET STRONG

Sp

Pro Sporter rib, tapered,
adjustable, .410 gauge,
barrel lengths: 30“ and
32“ (76 cm and 81 cm),
with factory chokes

K-20 SPORTING

Rib: 10 – 6 mm tapered flat;
Sporting stock; Schnabel forearm;
Catalog Engraving: “Gold Plantation“
color case hardend;
Wood CAT004 with epoxy finish;
Weight: Approx 7 lb 11 oz

K-20 PRO SPORTER

Rib: 10 – 6 mm tapered adjustable,
highest select shot pattern 70/30 %;
Right-handed Pro Sporter stock
with adjustable comb;
Schnabel forearm; Custom Engraving
of Pheasants & Scroll;
Wood CAT004 with epoxy finish;
Weight: Approx 8 lb 2 oz
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K-20 PARCOURS

NO COMPROMISES

The K-20 is a true paragon of elegance and longevity. With its technical
features, it holds its own with the K-80. The external dimensions of the
receiver are sleek and elegant. Light and lean with beautiful handling,
it is the ideal companion for every hunter and sport shooter.

K-20 PARCOURS
WITH FIXED
CHOKES

BY
TRADITION
ONE OF
THE BEST

Barrel Length: 30” or 32”
(76 cm or 81 cm);
Rib: 7 – 6 mm taper flat;
Fixed Chokes (Mod
(.020“ and IM (.030“));
Prince of Whales stock;
Parcours forearm;
Oil finish;
Optional: Parcours stock
with adjustable comb
and epoxy finish;
Weight: Appx 7 lbs

Whether lightning-fast grouse in England, doves in Argentina,
majestic pheasants in South Dakota or red-legged partridges in Spain,
a reliable shotgun is a must for exclusive upland bird hunting of this kind.
The perfect choice: the new K-20 Parcours. The key to success is first
and foremost the intuitive mount. Everything else follows naturally. Your
instinct aims – the K-20 Parcours hits. Hunting is a fast sport that happens on
the move, thus balance, liveliness, and a light weight are essential in a shotgun.
The Parcours soldered barrel set and streamlined form offer outstanding balance
essentially allowing the shooter and the gun to become one.
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K-20 VICTORIA

MEET THE
K-20 VICTORIA
Named specifically after the Goddess of Victory, the new K-20 Victoria has a purpose built
stock with a shorter length of pull, the appropriate pitch and cast, and tailored palm swell that
fits the elegance of the female hand leading to a smooth instinctive aim and precise shooting
for all situations. Light, graceful and carefully designed for the female shooter, the K-20 Victoria
features the balanced low-profile receiver and light Parcours barrels.

K-20 Victoria

THE K-20 VICTORIA
STANDARD EQUIPMENT
• 20 and 28 gauge
• Barrels: Parcours 30” or 32”
(76 cm or 81 cm)
• Rib: 7 – 6 mm taper flat
• Fixed Chokes M (.020”) and
IM (.030”)
• Std grade engraving
• Ladies Victoria stock with
adjustable comb
• Oil finish with special
Victoria checkering
• Weight: Appx 7 lbs
• Shown with upgraded
Eleganza engraving

Krieghoff Victoria Case
Specially designed for the K-20 Victoria
the tan leather and cream colored
case accents as well as protects
the beauty of the K-20 Victoria.
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K-20

ONCE A
KRIEGHOFF,
ALWAYS A
KRIEGHOFF
My name is Kevin DeMichiel. My father introduced me to shooting
when I was very young. In 2009 I made a switch to a Krieghoff K-80
ProSporter. Since then I have won several national titles and achieved
international success as well. Since I‘m also a passionate hunter and
wanted to use a lighter gun on bird hunts that gives me the same great
feeling as my K-80, it was clear that I had to have a K-20 Parcours.
This little beauty, now accompanies me on every duck hunt and
never lets me down.

Kevin DeMichiel
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KX-6

THE KX-6 SPECIAL
STANDARD EQUIPMENT

12 Gauge; 3“ (12/76);
Proofed for Steel Shot;
Choice of 3 steel choke tubes;
Titanium choke tubes available:
C, SK, IC, LM, M, LIM, IM, F, SF;
Titanium chokes tubes (same
constrictions) available as
an upgraded option;
12 – 8 mm ventilated free-floating
adjustable rib

•
•
•
•
•
•

34“ (86 cm) barrel with chrome lined chamber
12-8 mm ventilated free-floating adjustable rib
adjustable trigger for grip length
adjustable trigger pull (3 1/4-3 3/4lbs) and travel
Monte Carlo buttstock with fully Adjustable Comb
Ergonomic stock design for reduced recoil,
available in true offset
• Right or Left hand
• Lightweight fitted case

The 34“ single barrel
expands lengthwise as it
gets hot, so no matter how
much you shoot, the point of
impact remains where you set it
and is not affected by heat expansion.

KX-6 SPECIAL:
A SINGLE SHOT
BACKED BY 130 YEARS
OF KRIEGHOFF
A pure single barrel competition Trap gun with the Singles, Handicap and League shooter in
mind. Featuring the familiar high post adjustable rib and corresponding highprofile rollover stock
borrowed from the K-80 Trap Special, the KX-6 Special offers the shooter a more upright head
position, providing a wider field of vision and lessened perceived recoil.
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Standard grade European
walnut Monte Carlo
buttstock with fully adjustable
Comb (drip & cast).
Standard grade European
walnut Monte Carlo
buttstock with fully adjustable
Comb (drip & cast).

The KX-6 Special action features a
proven nickel finish for optimal durability
and elegant appearance.
Release trigger available as an
upgrade option.

POINT OF IMPACT

The KX-6 Special’s fully adjustable
rib and combprovide high
flexibility in stock fit
and point of impact
adjustment.
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ENGRAVING CATALOG

Catalog engraving:
“Shadow”
Wood CAT001

Catalog engraving:
“Vienna Scroll“
Wood CAT002

ENGRAVING
CATALOG
Engravings transform sport shotguns into works of art and lend them an incomparbly
beautiful appearance. Krieghoff offers a large selection of “catalog” engraving
motifs, encompassing a wide variety of artistic design options. Transform your K-80
or K-20 to match your unique style.

5454
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ENGRAVING CATALOG

An individually
designed and handcrafted
engraving transforms
your shotgun
into a work of art.

Catalog engraving:
“Standard“
Wood CAT000

Catalog engraving:
“Vintage Scroll“
Wood CAT002

Catalog engraving:
“Shadow“
Wood CAT001

Catalog engraving:
“Celtic Scroll“
Wood CAT002

Catalog engraving:
“Gold Standard“
Wood CAT002
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ENGRAVING CATALOG

There is an extremely
wide range of options
for your engraving.
Let your creativity
run wild!

Catalog engraving:
“Eleganza“
Wood CAT002

Catalog engraving:
“Gold Renaissance“
Wood CAT005

Catalog engraving:
“Super Standard“
Wood CAT001
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ENGRAVING CATALOG

Catalog engraving:
“Parcours Special“
Wood CAT003

Catalog engraving:
“Vintage Game II“
Wood CAT004

Catalog engraving:
“Gold Super Scroll Blued“
Wood CAT003
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Catalog engraving:
“Super Scroll“
Wood CAT002

Catalog engraving:
“Vintage Game I“
Wood CAT003
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ENGRAVING CATALOG

Catalog engraving:
“Plantation Scroll“
Wood CAT003

Catalog engraving:
“Heritage Scroll“
Wood CAT005
Catalog engraving:
“Gold Uplander Blued“
Wood CAT004

The timeless
art of scroll
engraving sets your
Kriegho� apart
on any ﬁeld.

Catalog engraving:
“Bavaria Suhl“
Wood CAT005
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Catalog engraving:
“Suhl Scroll“
Wood CAT003
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ENGRAVING CATALOG

Catalog engraving:
“Highland Game I“
Wood CAT004

All Kriegho� receivers
receive the utmost in
engraving care.
The beauty of the
“Highland Game I” is
only one example.

Catalog engraving:
“Gold Bavaria Royale“
Wood CAT005
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ENGRAVING CATALOG

Catalog engraving:
“Heritage Game II“

Wood CAT005

Catalog engraving:
“Bavaria Suhl Mystic“

Wood CAT005

Catalog engraving:
“Monte Carlo“

Wood CAT005
Catalog engraving:
“Highland Game II“

Wood CAT005

The ﬁnest woodgrains
on Earth accent the
superior craftsmanship of
our engraving team.

Catalog engraving:
“Heritage Game I“

Wood CAT005
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Catalog engraving:
“San Remo“

Wood CAT005
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ENGRAVING CATALOG

Catalog engraving:
“Monarch“

Wood CAT005

Catalog engraving:
“Enhanced Crown Grade“

Wood CAT005

Catalog engraving:
“Vintage Game III“

Wood CAT005

Catalog engraving:
“Heritage Game III“

Wood CAT005
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CUSTOM ENGRAVINGS

Gun of the Year
2017

Custom engraving:
“Summers End“ on a limited edition new K-80/S
takes us to summer’s end with wild flowers and wheat in
their full enameled and gold beauty. A wingshooter’s
dream of pheasants, quail and woodcock adorn
the receiver, top latch and trigger guard.
Reverse gold gives the golden feeling
of summer’s last days and the
anticipation of the upcoming
hunting season.

A TIMELESS
CLASSIC: K-80/S
Krieghoff, is excited to launch the new K-80/S. A timeless classic, the K-80 has a proven
design requiring few technical modifications in its four decade history stemming from the
original K-32. Recently designers envisioned the idea of adding sideplates to provide a
”new” classic look of the sideplate and sidelock guns of the past with graceful lines and
identical in all other aspects. The very limited edition gives room for elaborate works of art
providing engravers an expanded canvas to the K-80 receiver.
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7171

CUSTOM ENGRAVINGS

CUSTOM
ENGRAVINGS
Gun of the Year
2017

Custom engravings are the result of sophisticated craftsmanship and expertise,
individually designed in accordance with your wishes. Krieghoff offers a wide
range of ornate, extremely detailed and beautifully executed motifs that leave
nothing to be desired. Each engraving is unique.

Custom engraving:
The Gun of the Year 2017
“Buffalo Bill“

Custom engraving:
The Gun of the Year 2017 “Buffalo Bill” illustrates the fine art of engraving. The
individual objects are portrayed with great detail and delicacy. The receiver’s right
side shows how Cody earned his famous moniker. The receiver’s left side shows
Buffalo Bill riding into the middle of his Wild West Show proudly bearing the
American flag, symbolizing his deep patriotism. The Buffalo nickel is engraved on the
hinge pins, showing a Native American on one side and a buffalo on the other.
The bottom of the receiver shows the classic showman pose Buffalo Bill was famous
for. Engraved on the top latch is the Medal of Honor awarded to Buffalo Bill for
his work as a civilian scout during the Civil War. The dates of his birth and death
adorn the trigger guard.
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7373

CUSTOM ENGRAVINGS

Custom engraving:
“Arabic Ornament“
Inspired by Arab architecture,
this unique engraving was designed
with fine, inlaid gold lines
and whimsical symmetry.
Custom engraving:
“Elements of Time”
The “Elements of Time“ is a oneof-a-kind featuring exquisite detail
accompanied by brilliant enamel
and inlaid precious gems,
making this work of art
“timeless”. Creative Art
is known for their extensive
artistic and compositional
talents.

Custom engraving:
“Custom Waterfowl“
with gold inlays, very
detailed scenes with waterfowl integrated in a floral
ornament with
English arabesques.

Custom engraving:
This 2010 Gun of the year,
“Horses” features
bright inlaid enamel
and captures the
beauty and mystery
of these majestic
creatures.
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Custom
engraving:
The Gun of the Year
2016 was dedicated to
the mysterious continent
of Australia: “Terra Australis”.

Custom engraving:
“On the Hunt”
captures the spirit of the American
waterfowl hunt featuring inlaid
gold and delicate detail to the
outdoor experience.
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CUSTOM ENGRAVINGS

Custom engraving:
The Gun of the Year 2018
“Leonardo da Vinci”
The brilliant mind of Leonardo da Vinci
produced legendary artwork captured
here on the K-80. Fine Bulino
engraving captures the detail of
da Vinci’s workwhile the deeper
Renaissance scroll
provides the
perfect frame.
Custom engraving:
“Winter”
Portraying the winter
season was a huge
challenge for our
engravers.
The snowy and icy
surfaces were created
with white gold.
The flying ducks were
done in red and
green gold.
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You can place absolute trust in
the reliability and perfection
of a Kriegho� in every situation.
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THE HUMAN
FACTOR: STOCK
CONFIGURATIONS
FOR INDIVIDUALS

Shown above:
The adjustable comb can be moved 5/8“ (15 mm) upwards
and shifted by 3/16“ (5 mm) to the left or right as required
by the shooter.

When it comes to ergonomics, a shotgun’s stock is a key component.
Every K-80 is equipped with a stock optimized for the relevant discipline,
enabling flawless adaptation to the individual requirements of each shooter.

The adjustable butt plate enables you to simultaneously
adjust the pitch, drop, toe/heel and cast.

Right and left handed stocks
of the K-80 Pro Sporter

THE KRIEGHOFF BALANCE SYSTEM
The perfect balance of the Krieghoff competition shotguns can be individually
adapted to the shooter, thanks to the “Krieghoff Balance System”. With the
sophisticated system of new barrel and stock weights, the K-80 and the K-20
can be optimally balanced. The barrel is thereby equipped with up to three
additional weights of 1.4 oz (40 g) each underneath the forearm.
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Shown above:
The butt stock can be equipped with a
special stock bolt, which is 1.4 oz (40 g)
heavier than a standard stock bolt, and can
accept up to five additional 1oz (30 g)
weights. So, the weight of the stock can
be increased up to 6.7 oz (190 g).
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CRAFTSMANSHIP - BARRELS

Sporting barrel set / 12, 20, 28 and .410 gauge / Barrel lengths: 28“, 30“, 32“ (71, 76, 81 cm) / Rib: 10 – 6 mm tapered flat soldered

Pro Sporter / 12, 20, 28, and .410 gauge / Barrel lengths: 30“, 32“ (76, 81 cm) / Rib:10 – 6 mm tapered
(12 – 8 mm with bevel), adjustable, highest selectable shot pattern 70 / 30 %

Trap barrel set / 12 gauge / Barrel lengths: 30“, 32“ (76, 81 cm) / Rib: 10 – 6 mm tapered step, soldered

PERFORMANCE
AND
FLEXIBILITY

Trap Special barrel set / 12 gauge / Barrel lengths: 30“, 32“ (76, 81 cm) / Rib: Trap Special 10 – 6 mm tapered
(12 mm with bevel), adjustable, highest selectable shot pattern 100% (alternative: Pro rib with 120% high pattern)

The barrel set options for the K-80 make it possible to
optimize the configuration for a wide variety of disciplines
and to adapt the gun to suit individual preferences.

Trap Special Unsingle / 12 gauge / Barrel length: 34‘‘ (86 cm) / Rib: Trap Special 10 – 6 mm tapered

Parcours barrel set / 12, 20, 28 gauge / Barrel lengths: 28“, 30“, 32“ (71, 76, 81 cm) / Rib: 8 – 6 mm tapered flat
(K-20 Parcours barrel 7 – 6mm tapered flat) *28“ not available for K-20
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SERVICE

WELCOME TO THE
KRIEGHOFF FAMILY
As a family-owned company, Krieghoff holds traditional values.
A long-term perspective shapes its policies, so that you can put your trust
in our high-quality, durable products and lifelong service.

EXQUISITE CRAFTSMANSHIP
COMPETENCE
PERSONALIZATION
PRECISION
MAINTENANCE SERVICE
Regular maintenance of your quality products
from Krieghoff ensures that you can
rely 100% on the reliability and safety of
your gun even after many years of use.
You’ll find detailed information on our
website at: www.krieghoff.com
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PERSONAL,
EXPEDITED SERVICE
FOR YOUR GUN.
GUARANTEED
The original Kriegho�
gun service
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SERVICE

SHOTGUNS
AS
HEIRLOOMS
With the utmost care and flawless craftsmanship, Krieghoff produces shotguns to be passed
down through generations – masterpieces that
always retain their monumental value. As an
integral part of our work, collaboration in a
spirit of partnership is extremely important to us
– and as with shooting, we are focused on a
clear goal: optimally meeting the needs of our
customers.
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HANDCRAFTED AND
CUSTOMIZED STOCKS

ENGRAVING AND
FINISHING

INTERCHANGEABLE
BARRELS

K-80 AND K-32
MAINTENANCE SERVICE

A handcrafted stock is defined as a stock
that has been manually produced to the
largest extent (with only partial mechanical preprocessing), including the comb
and/or forearm, from the original blank.
Special wishes concerning the stock
design (special stock shape, deviations
from the standard length, etc.) generally require manual processing of the
standard stock shape or a customized
stock. In such cases, a personal fitting is
essential. Our experienced stock makers
ensure that your stock fits you perfectly,
enabling you to confirm the truth in Ludwig Krieghoff‘s old saying: “You shoot
with the barrel, you hit with the stock.”

Transform your shotgun into an individual work of art. The clean surfaces
and contours of the K-80 and K-20
offer a generously dimensioned
design field for engravings of every
style and manner of execution. The
repertoire of catalog engravings
shows the diversity of artistic options
for enhancing the Krieghoff competition shotguns. Based on your design
and ideas, our engravers can design
and produce exclusive, one-of-a-kind
pieces that will bring you timeless
pleasure forever.

Our Factory Technicians are experts
in precise barrel fits. Each new barrel
can be fit to to your receiver providing optimal performance in multiple
gauges.

Your wish is our command. In addition to first-class shotguns, we’d also
like to offer you first-class service.
This goes for the construction of your
Krieghoff according to your own
specifications, as well as for repairs,
stock modifications, retrofitting your
K-80 or K-20 with a component from
our extensive product range, and
much more.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
FROM KRIEGHOFF:

HUNTING GUNS
OPTIMA
HUBERTUS

The catalog is available from your specialist dealer
can be downloaded from the company’s website at:
www.krieghoff.com

CLASSIC
ULTRA 20
TRUMPF
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KRIEGHOFF INTERNATIONAL INC.
Serving North America
7528 Easton Road · P.O. Box 549
Ottsville, PA 18942
United States of America
Phone: +1 610 847 5173
Fax: +1 610 847 8691
info@krieghoff.com · www.krieghoff.com
Headquarter and manufacturing:
H. Krieghoff GmbH
Hunting and Sporting Arms
Boschstrasse 22 · 89079 Ulm
Germany
The catalog shows only part of the total range of merchandise.
Our dealer list and complete program can be found at www.krieghoff.com
Krieghoff, K-80, K-20, KX-6, “Die Läufe schießen – der Schaft trifft®”
(You shoot with the barrel – you hit with the stock) are registered trademarks with
effect in Germany or with effect in selected countries outside Germany.

PUBLICATION DETAILS
We thank everyone who has helped to create this catalog. We continuously work to enhance our
K-80 and K-20 competition shotguns. We therefore ask for your understanding when we advise that
features and technical aspects may not be exactly as those shown in this catalog. Guns may be purchased
only by those in possession of a valid firearm permit.
Photography: Terry Allen, Thaddius Bedford, Marco Dalla Dea, Caroline Dell, Alizée de Vanssay,
Lynne Green, Don Heath, Laurent Huwart, Thomas Kärcher, Jonathan McGee, Kevin Neuendorf,
Sebastian Steinbrink, Nicolò Zangirolami, iStock Images. All rights reserved.
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Our shotguns are
just as unique
and special
as our customers.

kriegho� .com

